RETROSPECTIVE INDEX TO MUSIC PERIODICALS (1800-1950):
Searching, Retrieval, and Database Manipulation
Availability of Full-Text
Basic and Advanced Search (including Guided Boolean option)
Other Search Fields
Search Options Box
Wildcard and Guided Searches
Search Screen Options Bar
Translation
Print / Save

Availability of Full-Text
1. Full-Text citations are identified with the

(RIPM Online Archive symbol).
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Basic and Advanced Search Modes
Basic Search contains two fields and a number of options: Advanced Search, Save/Print, Email,
About RIPM, Help+, and a large “To Browse Mode” button.

Advanced Search adds a number of additional search fields: Author, Author Edited, Periodical,
Type and Years.

Advanced Search with Guided Boolean Option
Selected in the Search Options Box (see below), the Guided Boolean Option automatically
transforms the single keyword search field in Advance Search Mode into four fields that
facilitate using Boolean search techniques.
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Other Search Fields
● Author as signed (including pseudonyms and symbols) e.g., The Diarist [pseudonym for A.W.
Thayer]. Note: Author Symbols* used to sign contributions are reproduced.
● Author Edited* search for authoritative name, e.g., Alexander Wheelock Thayer
● Language: Select, from a drop-down menu, one, two or more, or all 14 languages
including Russian and Greek*. Please note that you must select Russian or Greek to
search in Cyrillic and Greek, respectively.
● Periodicals: Select from a simple drop-down menu. * Note that those available in
Full-Text are flagged ►ROA.

● Type: Limit search to advertisements, reviews, illustrations, musical examples, etc.
selected from a drop-down menu.

An * indicates a feature available only in the RIPM-designed Interface.
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Search Options Box*
When the Search Options tab is selected, the Search Options Box appears. The options selected
and saved become the user’s defaults.

Search Modes
Basic or Advanced Search Mode can be selected as a default. Note that the Advanced Search
Mode includes a Guided Boolean option. If selected this automatically modifies the search
interface to include four word-related searches, rather than the single keyword field.
Sort
The Sort default may be selected here. It may also be changed on the Search Results screen (see
below).
Citations per Page
From the drop down box select either 20 or 50 items to view in Search Results display.
Spelling Feature
This will be added at a later date.
Languages
Select one, several or all languages, including Russian and Greek*. If more than one language is
selected, the drop-down Language menu will include a “User Selected” option. Please do not
select Greek or Russian with other languages; these languages must be seached independently.

An * indicates a feature available only in the RIPM-designed Interface.
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Wild Card and Auto-Suggest
Search Options
Wildcard and the Auto-Suggest options can be extremely useful. A result from a Wildcard
search will include all letters that follow your search term. A Wildcard search for Mozart would
also include Mozart’s Mozart’schen, Mozarts and Mozartdenkmals, Mozartstiftung,
Mozarteums, Mozartfest, etc.

Auto-Suggest* assists users by suggestion search options based on the search term and variant
spellings in the RIPM database.

An * indicates a feature available only in the RIPM-designed Interface.
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Search Screen Options Bar*

In addition to indicating the number of records for a given search (in this case 502), a number of
options can be selected directly from the bar at the bottom of the Search Results screen.
It is possible to choose between viewing all records, only those that have been “checked,” or
only those that contain images in the RIPM Online Archive. It is also possible to view either
Citations (short records) or Full Records, and to mark or “check” all Search Records.
The three Sort options can be selected with a single mouse click. This is also true for the first,
previous, next, and last search results page.
Language Expanders (new in 2012) *
By turning this feature on, searches are expanded to include translations of city names, nations,
composers, instruments, and the most frequently-searched terms in the RIPM database.
For example, a search for “Tchaikovsky” with Language Expanders off will return 382 results,
primarily in English. With Language Expanders turned on, the same search will return 619
results including all 17 variant spellings of the composer’s name.

An * indicates a feature available only in the RIPM-designed Interface.
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Translation* (new in 2012)
After performing a search, one may click on the Translate icon, shown below, and translate titles
and annotations into a chosen language. RIPM’s translation module translates all 14 languages in
the RIPM database into 52 user-selected languages.

An * indicates a feature available only in the RIPM-designed Interface.
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Print / Save
Print or save citations with high-quality PDFs and static URLs.

Saved Citations

Print / Save cont.
Citation and high-quality PDF with static URLs
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